Lenovo Ideatab a3000 vs. Samsung
Galaxy Note 8
When searching for the right tablet, there are many options. This can be both a blessing and a
curse. However, with a bit of direction, choosing the right tablet can be fun. Many people
enjoy tablets for their gaming abilities, while others just want a device to navigate the
internet. Tablets can be used to watch streaming movies or television shows, read ebooks,
and access apps like Pinterest and Twitter. Customers using a subjective viewpoint to
determine what tablet works best for the particular customer are often the most happy with
their purchase. By outlining and comparing two popular tablets, the Lenovo Ideatab a3000
and Samsung Galaxy Note customers are able to determine what device is the best choice.

Lenovo Ideatab a3000
The Lenovo Ideatab a3000 has been noted by reviewers as being a good, basic, starter tablet.
It does not have all of the bells and whistles as more expensive tablets, like the Apple iPad,
but it is at a great price point. This tablet retails at $179, and does many of the most common
functions that people use tablets for. People can read eBooks, watch streaming movies, and
play games. It runs on an Android 4.2 operating system. The processing speed is not as fast
as some other tablets at 1.2 GHz, but it does retail at such a low price. This is not an ideal
tablet for gamers, unless they are playing Candy Crush or Angry Birds. It has a decent
1024x600 pixel 7 inch display, and seven hours of battery life when browsing the internet.
The front and back access cameras allow for users to both video chat and take pictures.

Samsung Galaxy Note 8
The Samsung Galaxy Note 8 is a popular favorite of people who are interested in more than a
basic tablet. It runs on the Android Jelly Bean 4.1 and has 2GB of memory, so multitasking
with playing games, surfing the internet, and reading is effortless. The screen is phenomenal,
with 1280 x 800 pixels and an eight inch display. This tablet has one of the best battery lifes
on the market, lasting for up to 14 hours. The tablet comes with an S Pen. According to
customer reviews, the S pen understands written script much better than devices nearly three
times the cost. Hovering over files with the S Pen allows for people to see what is inside.
Users can even read eBooks in a mode that looks just like paper. This is especially helpful in
environments where screens are not ideal, like in the sunshine. The Wifi Channel Bonding
allows for the GPS to function exquisitely en route to various locations. S Note and S Planner
programs help people stay organized and allows for professionals to create presentations.

Comparing the Lenovo Ideatab a3000 vs. Samsung
Galaxy Note 8
In terms of comparison, the Lenovo Ideatab a3000 and Samsung Galaxy Note 8 are world's
apart. While they both allow for the most basic and common uses for tablets, the Samsung
Galaxy Note 8 excels in processing power and programs. However, the Galaxy Note 8 is over

twice the price. For people who are only intending on using the tablet for basic browsing,
purchasing an expensive device with a lot of power is pointless.
Many professionals prefer a more heavy duty device, like the Samsung Galaxy Note 8
because it has the capability to help people with becoming organized by using their calendar
and note programs. Not only that, but these professionals can create presentations that are
converted to PDF format and presented on any computer. For people who want to play more
complex games, the Samsung Galaxy Note 8 is a better choice, since it has a faster processor.
However, the majority of casual users enjoy playing games with less demanding interfaces,
and these programs can be played exactly the same on either the Lenovo Ideatab a3000 or the
Samsung Galaxy Note 8.
Both tablets are rated high by users. They are both quality machines, but have entirely
different audiences. The are both produced by recognized manufacturers, using operating
systems that are tried and true. While the Ideatab a3000 and the Galaxy Note 8 have the same
exact operating system, the Anroid 4.2 Jelly Bean, the Galaxy has more RAM and can
multitask better. A stylus pen can be purchased for the Ideatab a3000, but will not have all of
the same features as the S Pen. For many, having the option for the screen to be viewable like
a sheet of paper, in Reading Mode, is very attractive. Reading on a tablet screen in the sun
that is not on Reading Mode is nearly impossible.

Buying on eBay
Buying on eBay can be a great experience for customers, because they can search through
items from so many different vendors, more than would be represented in one town or city.
Shoppers should be sure to read the listing carefully before committing to buy any product.
They should ask sellers any questions that they may have prior to purchase. Using synonyms
can be helpful, too. While a certain amount of results will display with the keywords
"Samsung Galaxy Note 8," more will show with "Samsung Tablet." Be sure to search using
the category navigation, search bar, or a combination of the two. Buying on eBay is a fun
experience, and a reward after deciding what product is right for you.

	
  

